YOUR BROADCAST AND MEDIA
OPERATIONS EXPERTS
Streamlined implementations and
world class customer support

Maximize resource utilization and
organizational efficiency
Need to provide more content with fewer resources?
Looking for innovative ways to improve efficiencies?
You are not alone. All media organizations strive to
optimize asset utilization and maximize profits.
Partnering with Net Insight Services will help you
make a difference. Enabling you to maximize physical
and personnel resources, together we will improve
efficiencies, reduce costs and drive bottom line performance. Guaranteed. Whether you are implementing
a new ScheduALL system or want to realize benefits
from implementing new solutions in your existing

ScheduALL system, we are here to support you.
More than 500 leading broadcasters, service providers and media operators worldwide rely on Net Insight
Services to provide successful implementations,
training and support. Our motto? World class media
operations consulting!

Net Insight Services will provide you:
• Professional Services assuring superior
implementations
• Net Insight Acadamy - keeping you ahead
of the curve
• World class customer support

YOUR BROADCAST AND MEDIA OPERATIONS EXPERTS
Professional Services assuring
superior implementations
Searching for a solution to help
optimize resources? Are budget
driven efficiencies a requirement?
Our Professional Services staff
possesses the expertise you need
to get total control over resource
and facility management.

Whether scheduling production
or transmission, our Professional
Services teams provide you with the
knowledge, real world application skills
and expertise necessary through each
step of an implementation. From the
workflow analysis and design phases,
continuing throughout the implementation process, our team of media experts
delivers customized solutions for your
scheduling system.
Get the most out of your
investment
We are true experts and our project
and implementation managers utilize
the methodology derived from our
collective experience from over 500
implementations to optimize our

customers’ scheduling tools within
any media production or transmission
environment. Our team quickly identifies your requirements and improves
them with our industry knowledge
to create a specifically designed,
cost-efficient system for you. If you
have an existing implementation and
know there are needed improvements,
but don’t know how to get there, our
team will use the same skills in developing and guiding you in best practices
to drive peak performance.

Net Insight Academy - keeping
you ahead of the curve

Proper training will ensure your users,
super users and internal administrators have the skills and knowledge
needed to maximize the potential of
your scheduling tool.
Net Insight Academy offers a comprehensive training program, covering the
entire range of ScheduALL products.
The training by our team of experts
provides in-depth product and technical knowledge for users, super users
and administration staff.
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Maximize the use of your
scheduling tool
From certification courses to customized training programs, Net Insight
Academy encompasses a wide range
of modules for all users. Net Insight’s
training is customer specific and
tailored to the individual needs of
your ScheduALL system. We also offer
advanced training, providing a deeper
dive into ScheduALL’ s entire product
portfolio followed by a certification. We
host open training classes on a regular
basis in our US facility in Hollywood, FL
as well as provide the option for onsite
certification courses at customer sites.
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World class customer support
Four significant words guiding our approach
to technical support – it is our promise to you.
Realizing how vital our systems are to your
production and transmission needs, we search
for innovative ways to improve our support of
your operation. Continually evolving our systems and procedures and constantly training
our support staff to develop subject matter
experts for every component of our application – these are just two of the keys we use
to unlock the door to the world class support
system you expect and deserve.
Support no matter when you need it direct access to the best experts and
problem solvers day or night
Whether submitting a case online through our
customer hub, chatting online with a support
technician, sending an email or calling on the
phone, we have a team of expert support
engineers prepared to handle any issue. From
a priority one support issue to the most basic
end user questions, we are ready to resolve
any support request.

Increase efficiency
A contracted support agreement guarantees
continuous access to our Net Insight support
operation. With experienced support engineers and a growing library of online knowledge base articles and training modules,
we are dedicated to the task of increasing
your resource utilization and optimizing your
performance.
Online support
Our online support hub and ever expanding
knowledge base library provide your team with
the latest information and ensures it is always
just a click away. With a few keystrokes you can
track the progress of service requests and get
immediate access to the latest software and
documentation as well as how-to-videos. With
Net Insight’s support you are never alone.
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NET INSIGHT SERVICES PORTFOLIO FOR SCHEDUALL
Professional Services

Support

Training

Discovery and workflow review
The discovery phase involves our experts
assessing workflows, including business
and technological drivers that motivate
a ScheduALL system implementation or
upgrade. With industry best-practices in
mind, you will have a custom designed
solution that specifically fits your needs.
Ultimately, by partnering with Net Insight
Professional Services, your system will be
enriched by our broad knowledge and
deep expertise.

Single point of contact for fault reports,
problem resolution, consultation
A skilled team to help you with anything
from simple how-to user questions to
critical system issues requiring extensive
troubleshooting on production systems.

User training
We offer customized training based on
your ScheduALL system implementation.
Training sessions are woven into the implementation project. User training addresses
all daily activities that will be performed by
the users and gives a good introduction
to the competence needed to be able to
manually enter resources and other best
practices for system optimization.

System implementation
Our project managers provide expert
guidance to create an implementation
plan specifically designed to meet your
scope and timeline. The plan will include
the set-up of the system inclusive of the
following: potential integrations for higher
automation; migration of resources from
your existing solution into your new system and personalized training of your staff.
Once developed, the project manager will
oversee the project and work together with
your team and our skilled implementation
consultants to deliver your solution either
on site or remotely.

Incident management through customer
hub, chat, phone and email
You can log support requests any time of
the day through our customer hub.
Online access to knowledge base, training and latest software releases
An extensive knowledge base has been
created to make troubleshooting even faster. From the hub, you also have easy access
to latest software releases.
Support team in US and EMEA
Our team covers the world 365/24/7 with
locations in US and EMEA.
Clear escalation path for emergency
(24/7) support
We have a clear escalation path so that you
can be assured that even the most critical
issues will be resolved with urgency.

Consulting services for operational
improvements and efficiencies
Whether you are looking for operational
efficiencies or planning a system upgrade,
our team of experts are on hand to provide
ScheduALL consulting services.
ASSISTED UPDATES AND UPGRADES

New features are continually being developed and are geared toward enhancing
functionality, efficiencies and the user
experience. To take full advantage of our
latest solutions, we suggest keeping within
two versions of our current release. We
have a team ready to provide guidance
and assistance as you work through initial
testing of use cases, user acceptance testing and ultimately pushing the new update
into production.
SYSTEM REVIEWS

Changes in business workflows and
increased needs for efficiencies dictate
constant system reviews. Net Insight’s
team of Industry experts provide overall
workflow reviews, including consultation
and design suggestions for enhanced
product utilization.
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Administrator training
During administrator training, we focus on
your specific implementation, giving you
in-depth information about how to manage your solution to handle the database
and the overall system.
Certification training
Our certification courses provide a formal
process that results in a certification on
ScheduALL products. We offer both
fundamental and advanced training of
ScheduALL and ScheduLINK.
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